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Abstract: Problem statement: Evaluating land suitability and selecung crops tn modem agriculture is 
of critical importance to every organizalion. This is because the narrower area of land, the more 
effectiveness in planting 1s required in accordance with the desires of the land. Process of evalunting 
land suitability class and selecting plants in accordance with decision marker's requirements is 
complex and unstructured. Approach: This study presented a fuzzy-based Decision Support System 
(DSS) for evaluating land suitability and selecting crops to be planted. A fuzzy rules was developed for 
evaluating land suitability and selecting lhe appropriate crops to be planted considering the decision 
maker's requirements in crops selection with the efficient use of the powerful reasoning and 
explanation capabilities of DSS. The idea of letting the problem to be solved determines the method to 
be used was incorporated into the DSS development. Results: As a resull, effective decisions can be 
made for land suilabilily evaluation and crop selecuon problem An example was presented to 

demonstrate the applicability of the proposed DSS for solving the problem of evaluating land 
suitability nnd selecting crops in real world situations. Conclusion: Fuzzy based model can represent 
and manipulate agriculture knowledge that 1s incomplete or vague and ll can be used lo determine land 
limitation raung. The rating value wa~ use<l to determine limitation level of the land and used to 
determine what the most suitable crops to cultivate for the existing condition of the land. 

Key words: Decision analysis, decision support systems 

INTRODUCTION 

Evaluating land suitability and selecting crops in 
modem agriculture is of critical importance to every 
organization. Thi~ is becnu:sc the narrower 1irco of land, 
the more effectiveness in planting is required in 
accordance with the desires of the land. Process of 
evaluating land suitability class and selecting plants in 
accordance with decision marker's requirements 1s 
complex and unstructured. DSS is a computer based 
system utilizes model and data to support decision maker 
for solving unstrucrured problems. Tremendous efforti, 
have been spent and significant advances have been 
made m fuzzy modeling. resulting in the de\·elopment of 
numerous methods for solving various decision making 
problems. These methods are often difficult 10 classify, 
evaluate and compare, because they are developed on 
various assumptions and use of different types of 
preference information in the problem solving process. 

Several methods may often appear to be useful 
for a particular problem. IloweYer, different methods 
usually represent radically different philosophies in 
problem solving and choosing an appropriate method for 
oddrcssmg n lnn<l suitnbility cvnluntion iind selec:lion 
problem may be complex and challenging due to the 
nature of a particular problem under consideration and 
the decision maker's requirements and preference in the 
decision making process (Joerin et al., 200 I). There are 
several system have been developed for lond suitability 
evnluation. For example, EXGIS is a system 1111ei,.rrating 
expert system shell designed for manipulating 
knowledge on land use suitability for agricultural 
purposes with GIS, a commercial computer package 
from ARC/lNFO (Y1alouris ct al., 1997). It 1s a nilc
based expert system for land and climate suitability 
evaluation in southern part of Greece. Five crops are 
considered maize, olive, tomato, wheat and grape. 
Another example is ALES (Rossiter and Van 
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Wambeke, 1997), n computer program for land 
evaluation, both physically and economically, 
following the method of Food and Agriculture 
Organization (FAO). 

The application of DSS for solving stn1ctured and 
semi-structured problems has become increasingly 
popular nowadays due to its nex1bili1y and adaptability 
for tackling various decision situations in an effecll\'c 
and efficient manner (Mallach, 2000). The 
attractiveness of the DSS in real world settings is more 
enhanced w11h the provision of a convenient user 
interfaces and a direct control of the problem solving 
process by the decision-maker with the availability of 
vanous dec1s1on making methods This study discusses 
a fuzzy modeling for decision suppon system for 
physical land suitab1hty for food crops. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Land limitations that will be used in the 
evaluation arc limitations that are stated in the F AO 
sub-class of land suitability classification. Many 
researchers and practitioners suggested limitation on land 

Table t: Lim1lllllons and lnnd charactcri~1ic1 being used 

preparation a.'\ 11n addi!Jonal limilahon (Ritung '' al., 
2007; F AO, 1981 ). Land characteristics are selected 
from Table 1 in accordance to the limitations being used. 
System is limited for evaluating mineral soils and not 
suitable for peat soils. Therefore, land characteristics 
related to peat soils. such as peat depth and maturity, 
are not included in the evaluation. In the present study, 
limitations ore grouped into three different sets: chmate, 
landscape and soil, and land preparation. 

Data on crop growth requirements are obtained 
from researches and land mapping activ111es which have 
been done so far by various researchers and 
practitioners in land suitability. Such data have been 
collected and documented in Puslitbanghorti 
(Indonesian Center for Honicultural Research 
Development). Crop requirement data are classified in 
accordance with land suitability classes: SI (very 
suitable), $2 (moderately suitable) and $3 (marginally 
suitable) class and N (unsuitable). As an example, 
requirement for Asparagus (Asparagus officinal is 
LfNN) is shown in Table 2. The correspondence 
between land suitability class and the limitation level 
(Rirung et al., 2007) is shown in Table 3. 

Llm1taboo Land characterisucs L1m1tation I.And characlcrisiics 
Chmatc Average 1cmpcn1rurc rainfoll 11r humidity Phr.sical soil 

Soil fcnility 
Slope 

Landscnpe and i.oil 
Topography 
WctncSs Floodmf. drainage 

Table 2~ [)a13 of gro141h rtqum:rncnt of Mp:iragus 

Tempcnture 
Average 1cmpcra1urc ("C) 
Watu anllablll ly 
Rainfall (mm) 
Atr h11111Jd1ty (~o) 
0.1) efll nal11blllt) 
Dra1113gc 
Rool·ZO nt' 
Tc~turc 
C031SC fragments(%) 
Sui I d..-,idl (cm) 
NutrlenlJ 
Soil CEC (cmol) 
83$CS saturation Wol 
Pll Ii~ 
C-Orpnk (!'a) 
Toxkll) 
Sahmty (ds m ') 
SodkJty 
Allalini1y (•·•) 
Erosloa ducer 
Slope(%) 
Floodl112 danger 
Flooded area 
Land prtpantlon 

Land su11ab1lity cl3sscs 

SI 

18-25 

1()()()..2000 

Well, moderately well 

f, sf,m 
0-15 
>100 

>16 
>35 
S.S· 7.8 
>1.2 

0-4 

0·15 

().8 

FO 

S2 

s~linlly aad alkolinily 
I.And preparation 

25·30. 15·18 

SOO·IOOO, 2()()()..3000 
36-42 

Well, poor 

f, sf, m 
15·35 
75-100 

Sl6 
20-35 
5.0.S.S, 7.8·8.0 
0.8·1.2 

4-6 

15-20 

8-16 

Surface roc:I.. (0·o) 0..5 5-15 
Folded drown of rock(• ... ) ()..5 S-15 
Tc~1urc: f: fine, sf: Somcwha1 fine: m: Moderate; sco Somcwha1 coorsc: co: Couri.c 

41 8 

Tc,1urc, ~c fra11mcnts, soi l depth 
Soil CEC (land KTK), pH, b3Scs S3turalloo, C-Organic 
Sa Ii nity, nlk11lini1y 
Surface rock folded drown of rock 

S3 

30.35. 10·15 

25().500, 3000-4000 
)()-J(I 

Poor, some" hot cl\cc:.s1vc 

sco 
35.55 
5()..75 

<20 
<S.O. >8.0 
<08 

6-8 

20.2S 

16-30 

15-40 
15·25 

N 

>35,< 10 

<250,>4000 
'30 

Very poor, c~cess1vc 

co 
>SS 
<SO 

>8 

>25 

>30 

>Fl 

>40 
>25 
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Tobie J· Rcl31ion~hip be1ween bnd Q1iiahiliiy clas~ and hmitahon 
k\cl 

Land su1tnb1hiy class 
SI: Very suitable 

S2 Mod<:nucly swrllblc 
SJ: Marginally suitable 
N· Unswtable 

Llrrutauon lc11cl 
0: No 
I. Slight 
2.Mocknuc 
3: sc .. cre 
4: Very $c\crc 

Applying a DSS for effectively Land Suitability 
evaluation and crop selection problem is not only 
desirable, but also important. The DSS provides the 
decision maker with effective mechanisms to better 
understand the decision problem and the implications 
of their decision behaviors lo the organization by 
allowing them to interactively exchange information 
between the system and themselves (Mallach, 2000; 
Smith, 1992; Wei et al., 2007). Due to the diversity and 
complexity of the selection criteria, their inter
relationships and the volume of information, the DSS has 
lo be efficient, effective and flexible for effecttvely 
solving the general selection problem. The DSS is 
designed to help the decision maker choose the 
appropriate crops m a flexible and user-friendly manner 
by allowing the decision maker to mput values to express 
his/her requirements and to fully e"<plore the 
relationships between the critena, the oltcmatives, the 
methods available and the outcome of the selection 
process. 

The DSS consists of three major subsystems, 
namely, (a) the dialogue subsystem, (b) the input 
management subsystem and (c) the knowledge 
management subsystem which is consistent with the 
general architecture of DSS. The dialogue subsystem 
serves to integrate various other subsystems as well ns to 
be responsible for user-friendly communications between 
the DSS and the decision maker. The subsystem 
coordinates all functions or commands selected by the 
decision maker. ·1 he interlace provides tlexibihcy for 
customizing the system by the decision maker, the 
incerface 1s designed so that the decision maker can 
create, modify or eliminate cntena, or even define which 
criteria he/she intends to inquire about. A decision maker 
utilizes the database through the dialogue subsystem for 
analyzing different ahcmatives using the knowledge 
managemcnl subsystem. 

The input management subsyl>lem organizes and 
manages all the inputs for solving the land suitability 
evaluation and crop selection problem. The type and the 
quantity of data inputs for solving the problem vary 
typically from one problem to another. The input data 
are entered into the system for processing and they can 
also be edited after they have been entered into tbe 
system. It should be noted that the system is flexible to 
allow new data types to be added to the system due to 
the possible addition of new methods in the OSS. 
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Table 4: Lmgu1s11c vnlucs of l:md ch:wctcrisucs _ ____ _ 

Land characu:ri51ics Lrngu1stic fuzzy words 
Aver.lie Cold, somewhat cold, cool, medium, wann, 
tcmpcnllurc somewhat bOI, hot 
Rainfall Very low, low. moderately low, moderate, 

Air hum1d11y 

Slope 
Coorsc fragments 
Soil depth 

SoilCEC 
pHlhO 

Bases saturation 
Orgamc carbon 
Salinity 
Alkalinity 
Surface rock 
Folded dro\m of rock 

modc:tatcly high. hi&h. \ay h1&h 
Very low, low. modc:tatcly low, moderate, 
moderately high, high, very high 
Flnt. undulating. rollrng. hilly. mouniainous 
low, modcntcly low, moderately high. h1&h 
Shallow, somewhat shallow. some\\ hat 
deep. deep 
Low. high 
Strongly :acid. weakly acid. neutral, wukty 
bases, strongly bai.e~ 
Low, medium. high 
Low, medium, lugh 
Low, modcrotcly low, modcmicly high, high 
low, modcro1cly low, modcnucly high, high 
low, moderately low, moderately high. high 
Low, modc:ratcly low, moderately high, high 

Table S; L1m1lll1ton level and rattng 
Avcmge 
temperature intm al 

<10.5 
9.5- lS.5 
14.5·18.S 
17.5-25 5 
24.5-30.S 
29.5-35.S 
>34.S 

Land ~Utlllblhty 

Un:.u11ablc (N) 
Mar&inally ~u1toblc (S3) 
Modcnnely suitable (S2) 
Very ~uuablc CS I) 
Moderately sum1blc (S2) 
Morgmally su1rnble (S3) 
un~uitablc (N) 

Lim1llltion level 
Very scvcrc 
Severt 
Modcnnc 
Sh~t 
Moderate 
Sc\crc 
Very SC\'Crt 

The knowledge management subsystem manages 
all the fuzzy methods available in the OSS. For the 
sake of describing the proposed DSS, fuzzy methods 
have been included in the proposed DSS for helping 
assist the decision maker select the most appropriate 
crop to be planted. The proposed DSS consists of four 
phases, including (a) identification of the decision 
maker's requirements, (b) detenmnauon of 
membership functions of each criteria, (c) 
detenmnation of performance rating of each of land 
limitalion, (d) detenninntion of performance rating of 
landscape and soil hmita1ion, (e) evaluation of land 
suitability class and (f) selecting the appropriate crop. 

In this research there arc many linguistic fuzzy 
word!>. some of which arc related to land characteristics 
which ts shown in Table 4, and for the land suitability 
and for its limitation level is shown respectively in 
Table 5. The fuzzy set membership functioru. reprc!)ent 
the average tempernturc arc defined based on the 
knowledge of human expert and knowledge from 
(Rirung et al., 2007; FAO, 1981) and the equations 
representing the functions are written in ( 1-7). The 
fuzzy sets representing the rainfall, humidity and other 
land characteristic are defined in the same manner: 
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l 
I, at S9.S 

µ....,(11t) • 10.5 - ot, 9.5 <otSI0.5 

0, otherwise 

l
l, 10.5 < nt $ 14.5 

at-9.S. 9.S<atSl0.5 µ __ ....,(at)= 
15.5-at, 14.5< at S 15.5 

0, otherwise 

l
l, 15 .5<atS17.5 

at-14.5, 14.S <al Sl5.5 
µ,..,.(at)"' 

18.5- 01, 17.5<atS18.5 

0, otherwise 

l
l, 18.S<otS24.5 

at - 17.S, 17.5<atS18.5 
µ.-(at)= 

25.5-at, 24.5 <at S 25.5 

0, othcm1>e 

l
l, 15.5 <atSl7.5 

at-145, 14.5<atS15.5 
µ ..... (at)= 

18.5-at, 17.5<atSl8.5 

0. otherwise 

at -29.5, 
µ_ ... (at) • 

1

1, 

, 35.S-at, 

o. 

Raln!all 

30.5 <at S 3-t.5 

29.5 <at s 30.5 

34.5 <at S 35.5 

otherwise 

Cold s._.....,_ cold 
Cool 
Mtd1trn 
Wtrm 
Sornewhll hot. 
HOI 

Low 
MoJ.tlelylow 
Modontely lugll 
High 

( I) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

Rule I 

(7) l 
I. at> 35.5 

µ .... (at) = at-34.5, 34 5<atS35.5 

O. otherwise 

Jn fuzzy modeling for decision support systems 
for evaluating land suitability there are three 
interdependent steps: fuzzyfication, inference and 
defuzzyfication. A successful execution of these steps 
leads to the solution of the problem. The heart of 
fuzzy based system is knowledge base consisting of 
so-called fuzzy if then nil es. A fuzzy if then rule is an 
if then statement in which some words are charactenzed 
by continuous member)h1p functions (Smith, 1992; 
Wang, 1997). An example of fuzzy rules modeling land 
suitability for average temperature, rainfall and air 
humidity is shown in Fig. I. 

All land characteristics are considered as having 
defined fuzzy sets. Hence the real valued mput 
vanables arc transfonned mto fuzzy sets. This stem is 
apphed to each land characteristic factor considered m 
the solution of the problem. The next step is inference 
process, in fact, it relates systematically pair wise all 
the factors that take place in the solution depending on 
the purpose of the problem. In fact this part includes 
many fuzzy conditional statements to describe a certain 
situation. 

Land suitabihty class 1s determined through a two
phase inference based on input data expressed as crisp 
value and fuzzy set. First, tnfcrence process is done to 
set the limitation level and secondly ii is done to 
detcmiine the suitability clnss of the land. These two 
proces!>es are depicted in Fig. 2. 

IF~ 1......-U-• 11 cold 
AND flll\fall 1s •tty low 
AND air tunulity is low 
THEN cltm11JcluruU11on 1uery sev«e 

Rule2 
IF-aaet~IS~cold 
AND rllllflll IS low 
AND 11r luntdJly 11 rno.lenlely low 
THEN chmattc hm1ut1on" s~ 
RuleJ ChtnKJC 

lllll&Utloo IF-. ~t ISCOOI 
AND n:nf 11111 modtnl.ely low 

i I AND alt l'un1drty IS ~ly htjll 
i I 1HEN cl•-naticlurul.ltlonumod«ae 
. I t 
l IF~ l~e 1srntdiurn 
U. . AND rainfall IS modenU 

.... i I AND &lT humidity IS lugll 
1 t THEN clumuc luru1&1on as sh 
: l 
I.. Olherruln 

Composition I ~f=f1ct1110ll 

Fig. I: Determmation of limitation associated with climute 
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------......• w~u - - ----

~~.r;:::==::..:::;:--;::====;--;:===-=;--;:::::=:=:::::;i 
ft.intal 1-----------. ,.,,lwmMI&, - ...,_ _____________ _, 

Sll'taccrod -~==~====~====~::=:::=::==;-, 
Foldd«own ~--------' 

otrodc 

Fig. 2: Computing of limitations of fuzzy based DSS for land suitability evaluation 

ltulc 4 IF au 
Caw .,,.,. 
ddlimlicr 

lt.&11111 (r.,. 6~ ·-··--·-··· 

Fig. 3: Maximum composition of rules 

In phase I inference, limitation level is concluded inference, composition and defuayfication. Inference 
from inpulled values of land characteristics. For land method adopted in the present research is min, while 
characteristics expressed as linguistic variables, i.e.. max is used for the composition. Combination of the 
characteristics related to climate, topography, physical two is own as max-min inference This method is 
soil (except soil texture), soil fertility, salinity and widely used in inference engine using fuzzy system due 
alkalinity and land prepamtion, limitation level is to its easiness in computation (Kiszka el al., 1985; 
obuuned from fuzzy inference. For illustration, a Karray and Silva, 2004; Wei e1 al., 2007). The 
portion of the inference process to set these limitation membership function of the hm1tation level is derived 
levels based on input of cnsp values, associated with from the generated rules, truncated at the height 
climate, 1s illustrated in Fig. 3. Based on fuzzy corresponding 10 the computed truth premise value 
inference, there are four phases in limitation level using the respective rules such as shown Fig. 3. The 
setting from crisp value input, namely fi.izzyfication, climatic limitation rating crisp data is obtained using 
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max composition method, v.hich is composited from 
maximum points of all fuzzy sets generated from the 
results of min inference such as shown in the Fig. 7. 
The result of maximum composition then is used to 
calculate the deterministic value of a linguistic variable, 
the center average defuuyfier is applied (Kiszka et al., 
1985; Karray and Silva, 2004) as follows. 

Supporse "? is a center of the kth fuzzy sets ond wL 

signifies the height, then, the center average defuzzyfier 
detem1ines y• as: 

(8) 

RESULTS 

To demonstrate the applicability of the proposed 
DSS. a problem of evaluating land suitability and 
selecting crops, the input data are given either in crisp 
values or in fuzzy sets. As an example. given a set of 
crisp input data such as shown in Fig. 4, the fuzzy 
based DSS carried out four phases in determining the 
total land evaluation namely fuzzyfication, inference, 
composition and dcfuzryfication described above. The 
max-min inference method is adopted in for the 
composition rules. This method is widely used in 
inference engine using fuzzy system due to its easiness 
in computation (Karray and Silva, 2004). The 
defuzzyfication method used in the study is center 
average defuzzyfier. It is eosier lo implement compared 
to the other two, center gravity and maximum 
defuzzyfier. The system results in the total land 
evaluation is shown in Fig. S and the total land 
evaluation is moderately suitable (S2) for crop of 
osporugus. Figure 6 sho,,s 1hc osparagus crop's 
requirements are given by the system. The system 
receives fuzzy input ns well. such as shown in Fig. 7. 

The results of some testing data are summanzed in 
Table 6. Table 6 indicate) the land suitability class for 
each crop related to climate as well as landscape and soil. 

Fig. 4: Example of crisp input data 

Fig. 5: Example of output 

Table 6: Land su1!3b1 Illy cl:b assoc1a1cd ";th clinuuc. l:mdscapc. soi I for cmp rnput d.11a 

Climatic 
class 
SI 
S2 

S3 

N 

Crops 

Aspnrngus, 0\lcr. star fruit. gladiolus. com, citrus. 
peanut. SO)bcnn. cnnanga. quinine. klcngkcng frun, 
mango, rose. pineapple. bitter melon. papaya. 
tubcrosa. strawberry, tobacco. sweet poUto 
Sp1113Cb. bean, dunan fruit. mung bean. long bcnn. 
cml\311\on. 001dl. water melon. cucwnbcr, banana. 
cantaloupe. egg plant. 10m3IO, ClltTOI 

Apple, broccoli, cotton, cabb:lgc, pepper, gnetum 
gDmlon, nutmeg, pctSili. lc:if mustard. lc:ttucc, tea. 

Landscape: 
nnd soi I class Crops 
SI 
52 

Sl 

N 
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Broccoli, com, cotton. c1Marnon. soybean. cabb3gc. pepper. 
gnctum gncmon. watc:r melon. cucumber. nutmeg. biuc:r 
melon, cantaloupe. egg plant. tomato. sweet pOUIO 

Apple, asparagus, aster, ~prnach, star fru11. bcnn. dunan fruit. 
gladiolus, e1tNS, mung bcnn, long bean, peanut, cananga. 
qwninc. klcngkcng fru11. r~hsh. mango, rose. pi11<::1pplc, 
papaya. pctsn1, b:mana. leaf mu)Ulrd, tubcrosa.. lettuce. 
strawberry, ten, tobllcc:o. carrot 
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Fig. 6: Crop requirements 

Fig. 7: Example of fuzzy input data 

OlSCUSSION 

The developed system has been evaluated by the 
experts !Tom Facully of Agriculture both Gadjah Mada 
University and Soil and Agro climate Research Center 
Bogor, the result shows that it is capable of determining 
the land suitability class given the characteristics of lhe 
land, therefore, it can determine the appropriate crops to 
be cultivated. ln addition, the system is also capable of 
determining the appropriate land characteristic for a 
given types of crops. 

Fuzzy based model can represent and manipulate 
agriculture knowledge that is incomplete or vague and 
it can be used to determine land limitation rating. The 
rating value is used to determine limitation level of the 
land. At the similar limitation level for different types 
of crops, the rating value is used to detennine what the 
most suitable crops to cultivate for the existing 
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condition of the land. The greater the rating value the 
more suitable crop for land of interest 

CONCLUSION 

The developed DSS has the ability to determine 
land suitability class for agricultural purposes based on 
land characteristics being data inputted, i.e., climate, 
topography, wetness, physical soil, soil fertility, salinity 
and alkalinity, and land preparation. 

The experimental results shows that land 
suitability classification based on the fuzzy model 
agrees with Lhe classification made by experts in land 
suitability classification. 

The fuzzy inference processes was used to define 
land limitation rating, which tum to detennine 
limitation level of the corresponding characteristic. For 
similar limitation level, rating value was used to 
determine what crop production most suitable to the 
existing condition of the land. With greater rating 
limitation of a crop, the greater the suitability of the 
crop for the land of interest. 
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